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Houston is said to be the largest city in the state of Texas, USA. This larger than life city has been
witnessing a lot of growth in sector from health, to finance and of course aviation. When any sector
records growth the aviation transportation grows simultaneously. There are a lot of professionals
who need to travel form Houston or to Houston trough air. Travelling through air is easier that land.
The major problem for people who come to Houston through air is reaching their destination. In
such cases a rental car is the most widely used mode of transportation form the airport to the
destination. However, what about people who travel out from Houston through air? The Houston
Airport Parking or for that matter any airport parking has limited parking spaces and parking a
personal car in this space can be risky.

Hiring a car that offers pick up and drop to the airport is the best option in such scenarios. This
facility is one of the most availed facilities offered by any rental car companies. The Houston Airport
Parking has limited parking space. To resolve this issue there are various airport parking spaces
that offer many deals for car parking but prior reservations are necessary. Also if prior reservations
are not done you may end up with a car parking space that is quite far from the airport. Not to
mention their cost may dig a hole in your pocket.

Many car rental companies offer great offers for airport pick up and drop. But when you come
across a great deal from any car agency, you need to make sure that the deal is not just hype. Make
sure that you get full details and information of that offer, including the fine print before signing the
rental agreement.

There are many loopholes to a great looking deal and you need to thoroughly go through all the
details and the fine print of the contract.

A few things to consider

Firstly there is generally a base rent that you need to pay when you rent a car. The mileage used
should always be a part of this base rent but it is very rare that any car rental agency offers free
mileage. One needs to be prepared to pay a good amount for the mileage that has been used when
you finish your business with the rental car company. Get prior information on the mileage fee.

The next loop hole is the extra taxes and surcharges. They add up with the different types of extra
rates which you normally may not notice to become a big amount. These extra taxes and rates add
up to be all most the same as any other rental car rates but you usually miss them due to the hype
of advertisement.

But majorly you need to carefully check the physical condition of the car you are about to rent out.
Usually these car companies have a single Mechanic Shop Houston or other areas that take care of
the repairing and servicing. But almost all Mechanic Shop Houston is capable of maintaining a
rental car that is safe and comfortable.

About Elite Rent A Car: Elite Rent a Car offers various car rental services with attractive offers and
discounts. This company provides with the most versatile service and offers. More information can
be found at http://www.eliterac.com/
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